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A NOTE CONCERNING THE MANY-VALUED
PROPOSITIONAL CALCULI

BOLESLAW SOBOCINSKI

For the purpose of investigating many-valued propositional calculi the
following simple theorem is often useful:

THEOREM: Any implicational thesis of the bi-valued propositional calculus
in which only one variable occurs is a thesis in a many-valued system^
provided the following conditions are satisfied: (i) implication is primitive
or defined in .£; (ii) the ordinary operations of substitution and detachment
in respect of implication are valid in .(5; (iii) any implicational thesis of (5 is
a thesis of the bi-valued calculus, and (iv) the following theses hold in S:
Al Cpp; A2 CpCCqrCCpqr or A2* CCqrCpCCpqr; A3 CCrpCCqpCrCqp
or A3* CCqpCCrpCrCqp; A4 CCprCCqpCCrpCqp or A4*

CCqpCCprCCrpCqp; A5 CCprCCqpCqCCrpp or A5* CCqpCCprCqCCrpp.

PROOF: Assume that F is an arbitrary implicational bi-valued thesis in
which there occurs only one variable, say "p". Then the last consequent of
F is equiform with "p" and this variable is preceded by n (for: 1 < n < oo) an-
tecedents. Hence, F is either Tl: Cot^C^. Cotn~ i^ot P O Γ Til: Cap.
If F is T| , then there must exist such &k (for: 1 < k < n) that formula G:
Coe,p which is shorter than F and is T | | itself, is a thesis of the classical
proposition*ai calculus. Otherwise, F could not be a thesis of S. Consider
now a formula α . which is a part of F and is such that / ={= k and 1 _f j < n. If
ot is false, then Ca.p is a thesis of the bi-valued propositional calculus,
and together with G and A3 (or A3*) implies theses: Bl CaCa^p and B2
Ca^Ca.p. On the other hand, if oe. is a thesis, then its form is: C/ ̂ C β ^
Cβ , Cβ py for: 1 ^ m < oo. Since this is an implicational thesis, the fol-
lowing formula: CpCβ^ Cβ2* ^βm—iβm> t o ^ e r e ^ e r r e c l t o a s Cl> ι s °f t n e

same length, and is also a thesis of the bi-valued propositional calculus. In
such a case Cl, G, A4 (or A4*) and Λ5 (or A5*) imply Bl and B2 again.
Therefore, elementary inductive reasoning shows that if F is T|, then it can
always be obtained from A3, A4, A5 (or A3*, A4*, A3*), and shorter theses
in which only one variable occurs. Consequently, any thesis of type T | can
be reduced to shorter theses of type Til. But, any thesis of this type is
either Al or has the following form: Dl CCy^Cy^. . .Cγr_1Cγrpp, for: 1 <
r < oo. Since Dl is a thesis, then any of its components y., for: l<j'^_r9

must also be a thesis of the bi-valued calculus. Hence Dl follows from Al,
A2 (or A2*) and the theses y ί ? γ2, y r each of which is shorter than DL
Since any thesis y is of type Tl or Til, an elementary proof by induction
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shows that our arbitrary thesis F can be obtained from A1-A5 (or A1-A5*).
Thus, the theorem is proved.

I omit here the easy proof that theses A1-A5 (or A1-A5*) can be de-
duced from the following four mutually independent theses: Ml CCqrCCpqCpr
(or CCpqCCqrCpr); M2 CpCCpqq; M3 Cpp; M4 CpCpp. This being the
case the theorem holds for any system in which the positive logic is includ-
ed. On the other hand there are systems which do not contain the positive
logic and for which the theorem is valid, e.g. Lukasiewicz's many-valued
systems (including the infinite-valued one) and a system which I have inves-
tigated. The following matrix in which 1 and 3 are the designated values:

~ 0 I 1 I 2 I 3
o i i l l

* l o l o o

2_ 0 1 3 0

* 3 0 1 2 3

shows that our theorem does not hold for Church's weak positive implica-
tional calculus. For the matrix verifies Church's axioms: Nl CCpCpqCpq;
N2 CCqrCCpqCpr; N3 CCpCqrCqCpr; N4 Cpp but falsifies M4 for
p - 2 and A3 (A3*) for p = q = r = 2. Thus, Church's system does not con-
tain all implicational theses in which only one variable occurs.
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